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Fifty years ago the learned professions
were theology, law and medicine . Since
then teaching has made rapid strides in
the direction of taking its place beside the
other learned professions. Teaching is no
longer a stepping-stone to a profession ; it
is a business of itself.
The more intelligent people have come
to believe in professional work in teaching
as much as in either of the old learned
professions. Scholarship is no longer considered the only necessary preparation for
the business of teaching.
The changes which have taken place
within the last fif ty years , and 'particularly
within the last twenty-five years, point
clearly to additional changes in the future.
The time is soon coming when nobody wil l
be allowed to toach , without having made
the requi site special preparation for the
work intended.
While the changes to which I have just
alluded havo been brough t ab out , the advantages of the profession of teaching have
correspondingly advanced.
The social
standing of teachers, particularl y in our
largo cities, has boon decidedly improved: .
The teacher is no longer regarded as a
mere pedagogue , fit only to associate w ith
children ; but ho has come to take h i s

place as a man among men. In proportion as his professional qualification has
advanced, his social standing has improved.
Then the office of the teacher is as secure
as that of any other professional man.
The pecuniary compensation of the
teacher has correspondingly increased.
Some idea of the advance in this direction
may be obtained by a few brief statements
in regard to the salaries paid to teachers
in the city of Boston. In the educational
field in this city there are employed persons whoso maximum salary is as follows :
1 at $4200 ; 14 at $3780 ; 56 at $3180 ;
64 at $3060 ; 58 at $2340 ; 88 at $1620 ;
88 at $1212;. 50 at $1080 ; 1026 at $936.
There are few occupations, open, either
to men or women , where the opportunity is
so great for improving the lives of so many
people. It is the special business of the
teacher to improve the head, the h eart , and
the life of every pupil under his influence.
In almost every other department of human activity—the ministry alone excepted—people are at work , in the main, for
themselves. In the business of teaching,
the immediate aim is n ot self , but the improvement of others.
On the other h and , it must be admitted
that there are disadvantages attendant
upon this profession. In the first place ,
there are no great pecuniary prizes to be
obtained. The most successful lawyers,
d octors, an d even clergymen , obtain compensation for their work out qf all proport ion to what the most successful tea cher
gains.
Then this is a laborious profession. No

one can be a successful teacher without

hard work. The strain on the nervous
system is continuous and exhausting, especially for those who do not know their
business, or are naturally unfitted for it.

There is also another serious drawback
to the profession of teaching, and that is
the continuous strain of ignorant-criticism
to which every teacher is subjected. Most
men when they employ a doctor do not undertake "to dictate the medicine which he
shall prescribe or the times of taking it.
But most American parents consider themselves entirely competent to criticize the
professional work of the teacher. This
constitutes an annoying and a humiliating
drawback upon the work of teaching.
To any young man or woman contemplating entering upon the profession of
teaching, my advice would be in the following strain : If you are anxious to become rich , if you desire the glory th at
comes from being known by the populace
the country over, if you are so constituted
that yon dislike continuous hard work, or
if you are so made up that the contact with
wide-awake, live children is disagreeable to
you , decide at once that you will never attempt to become a teacher. With either
of th ese limitations , you would fail if you
would try ; so it is better not to try , and
thus save the humiliation of failure. On
the other hand , if you really want to make
the world better because you haye lived, if
you want to contribute to the improvement
and happiness of others in lar ge measure ,
if you are satisfied that you can be contented with a moderate money compensation for your work , if you are so const ituted that you love work and cannot bo
happy without a reasonable amount of honest har d work , and if you are so generous
a lovex of children that the imperfections ,
the waywardness, the incessant bodily and
mental activity of the little folks are a
constant delight to you , then you may
safely decide upon teaching as a profession.
But with either of the four traits that 1

have just mentioned wanting, conclude at
once that some other business should be
chosen instead of teaching.
If you decide to become a teacher there
are two lines of special preparation that
you will need to secure—theoretical and
practical. On the theoretical side, you
will need to make yourself familiar with
the human mind , with its powers , modes
of action , laws of development , and means
of stimulation. Yon will need to study
the human body profoundly, to know the
conditions under which it grows, remains
healthy, and becomes subservient to the
human will. Furthermore you will need to
study carefully the relation of mind and
body, and to become familiar with the fact
that every mental act from the simplest
perception to the profoundest volition is
accompanied by, and dependent upon , a
corresponding nervous action ; from which
it follows that the best mental action can
result only under the best bodily condition.
You will need to learn the necessary sequence of the different orders of mental
action, so as to know th e tr ue method of
procedure in stimulating the minds of
children to proper activity. In this direction , you will need to make yourself familiar with the history of education , to know
what has been attempted in the line of education in the world , what efforts have
been successful an d u n successf ul, so as to
understand modern th eories and modern
aims from the standpoint of their genesis.
This theoretical view can, be acquired
economically only under the direction of
educational experts. The time has passed
for a young man to fit himself for a lawyer
without attending a law school. No man
attempts to preparo himself for medicine
without attending the medical school ; and
no man attempts to fit himself for a cler-

gyman without attending a divinity school.
No youn g man or young woman can , with
any more show o£ reason, attempt to fit
himself or herself for a teacher without the
direction of educational experts. If , then ,
you are to adopt teaching as a profession ,
attend for one or two years one of the best
normal schools in the United States.
On the practical side of professional
teaching it is necessary to make a special
study of the child , now and then. I do not
mean the ideal child or the average child ,
but I mean a live child. Study him so as
to know what he does, what he thinks , and
how he feels. Another element in the
practical preparation for this work is teaching under criticism. Of course a person
may learn a great deal about teaching
alone, but this is altogether too expensive
for the children. I am often reminded of
the remark of the old oculist to a person
who complimented him on his skill. He
said, "I ought to be skilful for I have
ruined more than a hatful of eyes in acquiring my skill." Now , human souls are
too valuable to be treated in this way.
The first efforts of every teacher ought to
bo under the eye, and subject to the criticism , of an able expert. The' third element of a practical character is the observation of good models ; and yet model lessons , obser ve d by youn g teachers, ought to
be carefully analy zed for th em in aim an d
meth ods by an able educational pbilosooher.
In conclusion , I will offer a few practical suggestions to those who decide to enter the profession of teaching : First, aim
high, Deci'de to make yourself one of the
best teachers in the country. Second , be
patient in your efforts at advancement.
Do not expect to receive the same compensation , when your services are really worth

nothing, that is received by teachers of
ability and experience. Third , enter upon
and continue in such a course of mental
and professional impro vement that you
will be a better teacher every year until
you leave the profession. Fourth , if you
make the preparation that I have indicated and follow it out as I have suggested,
you will lead a life of great usefulness to
humanity. Fifth , under these conditions ,
you will lead a happy life ; for to one who
appreciates his relation to the rest of the
world, a useful life is at the same time a
happy life. Sixth, do not think that, because you are a college graduate, there is
no place for you except in a hi gh school.
Your services are needed in every grade of
the public schools, and there are numerous
opportunities in large cities to do as useful
work and receive larger compensation than
is possible in high schools outside the
large cities.
IiARKIN DUNTON ,

'55.

JOURNALISM.
How inviting a field do the newspapers
offer the college graduate? This is not
the question as it was written by the
Editor. He spoke of journalism and jour nalists. Among those who do real newspaper work , the man who signs himself
journalist is suspected of being a person
who fin d s it a most con ven ient an d u sefu l
t itle to assume wh en h e seeks employ ment
at some special and impossible feature
which no managing editor will consider , or
when he seeks re duced hot el rates an d
passes or half-faro tickets. In , shor t , the
self-signin g journa li st runs t h e ri sk of
putting himself in the variegated list of
dead-beats. But to the question.
Whether or not the vocation of news:
paper making opens an inviting fiel d for

the college graduate, depends altogether
upon the purpose and aspiration of the
man. If the graduate is panting for fame ,
let him stay his steps ; if he covets wealth ,
let him turn back with all haste ; if he
seeks a life of indolence , let him study the
possibilities of the treadmill as a life-long
recreation.
It is assumed that the question is asked
for the senior who is so near the end of
his course of study that he has ceased
to nourish hope of receiving the Presidency
for at least a dozen years and that the excellent health of the members of the Maine
delegation leaves no ground to count upon
a succession for a generation to come.
To the young man who has come to a
place in his college career where bread
winning is the pressing anxiety of the
hour , newspaper work presents perhaps as
good a field for getting food and raiment
as any of the so-called learned professions.
Law and medicine will demand two or
three years of preparation and after that
more or less years for obtaining practice.
The man who can get a place on a newspaper is at once self-sustaining and while
he is getting his profession may be said to
be paid for doing it. The number that can
find employment on the newspa per is n ot
large ; no one should seek it unless he
should feel a liking for it. The youn g
man who turns to it as a stepping-stone to
something higher will fail—there is no
higher human vocation and no fiel d in
which th ere is a better op portun ity to
achieve a fai r degree of success.
Very naturally, the college man . will
turn to th e large city for emp loyment. I
think this is a mistake. If he comes to bo
of conseq uence , it is in most instances because he has proved his worth as a writer
on a local paper. Two of the men who

graduated from Colby long after the war
attracted attention by their good work on
weekly papers in Maine. The making of
a good county, or thriving village newspaper is as remunerative as any of the professions. I meet here in Indiana fifty or
sixty men , of forty years and under—some
of them much younger , who are the prosperous publishers of county papers. They
are independent and ask no favor but a
fair field. Influence ? These editors and
their papers are the most potential influence in the party to which I belong in Indiana. They had well-nigh won the battle
for sound money before the ponderous
machinery of the national organization was
in the field.
There are those who may think that , the
publishing and editing of a local paper is
not up to the ideal of the college graduate.
Is not the picking up of the life of a community , item by item , quite as intellectual
work as making writs for ten dollar debts
and trying before a jury the title of a
couple of cords of wood or a replevin suit
for a $25 horse ? Is not the man or woman who presents to four hundred or a
thousand families the best he can think
and select to be ranked in influence with
the clergyman who add r esses two or th ree
hun d red people once a week ? Has not
the liberally edu cated man or woman a
bettor opportunity to educate an d elevat e
the taste of a commun ity for good reading
than can come to any other ? The discipli ned graduate in the newspapers of the
land and particularly in the papers
which reach the greater n u mber of the
people has a mission , and that mission is
to elevate the popular taste above the yellow newspaper with its vulgar sensations
and its thinly disguised nastiness. It is a
worthv mission. It is the duty of the

graduate to make war on the polysyllabic
English of the reporter—to expurgate as
vicious such expressions as "incarcerated
in an insane hospital."
I feel , my dear Editor , that I have just
touched upon this, to me, interesting subject, but I remember your limit of twelve
hundred words and draw to a close to
prove that you have in an editorial writer,
the man who can cut it short. I simply
beg your readers to expand the few ideas
I have outlined. For the educated man
or woman, who has come to practical ideas
of life, with ambition , convictions, capacity
and love of work , I commend the making
of newspapers. "Well taken up, prudently
followed with what are called local papers,
it offers a moderate competency, influence
and wide usefulness. Really what more
is there of life ?

As I w ri te , my mind turns to the dear

old State—the best in the Union, intelligence, influence and worthiness counted.
It has the best- State government in the
land. Memory goes back to the names
inscribed on the tablet in Colby's chapel
and I add , with tear-dimmed eyes, no stat e
had worthier sous in the hour of a nation's
peril than Colby's immortals.
Z. A. SMITH, '62.
VERNISSAGE.
It was the groat Op enin g Bay of the
Salon an d tho rooms were th r onged with
gay and excited visitors. There were
k een ey ed cr itics, prospective purchasers,
appreciative ad m ire r s, curious sightseers
and artists galore. Silks fluttered and
flashed amidst the throngs, flowers and
feathers nodded and waved, an d bright
eyes sparkled with joy. Here was a group
gathered before a picture which seemed to
attract special attention ; a successful

artist was the center of another, and smiling ly received the congratulations of his
friends , while many a stately matron and
her beautiful charge, wonderfully attractive in the triumph of some modiste's
skill, proved an object of greater interest
than the works of art which represented
so much toil.'
In this gay and li ght-hearted throng
which surged back and forth , moved one
whose face bore a hard and bitter expression. To him the day was not one of triumph but of disappointment; such keen disappointment ! Through the long weeks and
months he had worked , and , trembling
with hopeful anticipation , had submitted
his picture, but it had been refused and
with the refusal, hope had almost died.
Of what use had been the three years of
hard work since failure came at the end ?
Henderson , his comrade, had had better
luck, for one of his pictures was hung, and
every one was speaking to the cheery
young man who was a general favorite.
He wondered why he had let Henderson
persuade him to come, and yet he could
not say no to the kindly fellow who had
comforted him and assured him that he
k would succeed the next time.
He drew back into . a corner and with
dejected countenance watched the people
come and go. There went Thome and
Madame Dubos. Ah, those arch glances
would hav e been for h im h ad h e been th e
successful exhi bitor in stead of Thome !
More and more had the gay widow practiced her wiles u pon him till ho was rea dy
to throw himself at her feet in adoration ,
but the smiles ceased when failure had
come. Why did they persist in tormenting him by promenading back and forth before his eyes ? He turned quickly to avoid
, the sight, when, down the hall a picture

caught his eye, which he had not seen
before. It was a portrait, but who was it ?
Surely he knew. He went nearer to get
a better view, then closer still. A mist
came before his eyes for lie felt himself in
the presence of an old college professor.
He turned to the catalogue. Yes, it was
he. He remembered now that the pror
fessor had a son who was an artist and it
was he who had painted the picture. He
stood spell-bound before it and a flood of
memories came over him as he looked into the kindly face. He remembered the
happy fleeting years of college life, his
comrades of those days, the campus and
the buildings. He thought of the closing
days with the excitements and joy s of
Commencement and how, when he said
"Good-bye," this same professor had said ,
"Good-bye, and good luck to you , and remember that there will always be one who
will be glad to know of your success."
The mist came again before his eyes,
but his heart was softened , and immediately there stole into his mind the memory of the mother who had watched him
start out from home and , with a brave,
sweet smile had waved farewell from the
vine-covered porch. "God bless you," she
had said , "and remember that wherever
you go, mother's love and prayers will be
with vou."
Poor little mother, who had worked so
har d th at ho might h a v e the ed ucation ,
who had rejoiced when the opportunity
came f or hi m to stud y in Par is, though the
separation cost her dear ! Ho had somewhat forgotten her since Madame had
smiled so bewitchingly upon him , but today hor ima ge was enshrined again in hi s
heart. A longing came over him > then
peace and hope. The bitter expression
had faded away and a radiant one had
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The profession of law holds out the intaken its place. He ' felt a hand on his
shoulder and turned to find the faithful ducements of a steady employment, fair
Henderson who said , "Well, old man , how financial return for labor performed , reaare you ?" "First rate," was the reply, sonable prominence and influence in matters of both public and private interest, and
"I have just seen an old friend."
opportunities for almost unlimited develop*
*
*
*
*
*
Two years later, and again the salon ment socially, politically and financial!}'.
was crowded with the visitors of Opening- But , as conditions precedent to the attainDay. The same atmosphere of life and ment of any of these , stand in the way a
beauty prevailed. One picture in particu- fair education, good jud gment , absolute inlar was the center of attraction on this tegrity and the ability and disposition to do
day and there seemed to be a fascinating incessant , untiring work. If your frankest
power about it for the gazers spoke in friend tolls you that you are lacking in any
lower tones. And yet it was simple. A one of the above conditions do not for a
little old lady in work-a-day dress was moment entertain the idea of following the
standing beneath an old vine-covered profession of the law. Do you say with a
porch waving a farewell, but such love and knowing smile that you think you are acdivine beauty were put into the face that quainted with lawyers who lack one or
the by-standers knew that it was the pic- more of these conditions ? Undoubtedly
ture of a mother and that the hand which you do. The fact that the eastern shore of
guided the brush in those masterly lines Cape Cod is strewn with wreckage, is
of love and tenderness, was that of a son. hardly an argument why vessels should
A. little aloof stood a young man , erect seek that coast unless in charge of compeof form and with , an earnest expression as tent captain and crew.
Many people have extraordinary and disone who had fought and conquered . To
his arm clung a little old lady who watched torted ideas regarding the work and income
the crowds with eager interest, but who of the lawyer , based upon anecdotes which
surveyed the group before the picture with never had foundation in fact or warrant for
peculiar satisfaction. "To think , dearie ," existence in fancy. A lawyer 's successful
she said , with an affectionate pressure of moments are not those when jury and specthe young man 's arm , "that that's really tators are swayed by his eloquence , moved
mo !"
E. B. H., '97.
by his pathos or enlivened by his wit , in
the progress of a trial in the court room.
THE PRACTICE OF LAW.
His income is not measured by fabulous rer
What inducements are hold out to the ports of fees received in some anonymous
college graduate to enter the legal profes- instance. If such ideas of success and of
sion ? It is a question often asked and financial gain are the secret springs which
often answered. To the undergraduate , move a yo un g man t o seek the f r uits of t he
soon to obtain his diploma , this aiid like legal pro fession, he will surely fin d that
questions ad dress themselves , and the an- fruit to belike the fabled Dead Sea produce.
Th e nature and scop e of the lawyer's
swer which the individual student accepts
may mean to him success or failure for a work has materially changed within the
last quarter of a century, especially in New
lifetime. "
.

England, owing to changed conditions of
men and things and changed methods of
conducting both public and private business. Time was when the lawyer was
sought only because some delinquent debtor
was to be punished , some trespasser on real
or personal rights was to be arraigned at
the bar , or when in view of approaching
death the ink horn and the quill were
called in to declare to a man's heirs and
devisees how his property should be handled or divided after he had gone to a region where meum and tuum are unknown terms. In the early history of the
English common law the litigants were
largely those who by inheritance or by
royal favor held possessions and sought
the law's aid in keeping what they had.
Today , particularly in our country, men
are seeking their fortunes and call in the
advice of counsel to find ways and means
of conducting business so that they may increase their holdings and enlarge the borders of their enterprises. In this distinction lies much of the work of the lawyer of
this generation. Moreover , the methods of
business of today as contrasted with those
of yesterday give scope for the lawyer 's
ability and need of his general learning and
good judgment. The day 01 tne co-partnership in business is fast going by and in
its place comes the corporation with its
added advantages and its diminished liabilities to the individual. Men now seek ,
more t h an forme rly, for methods of action
in all walks of life which p r event necessary
appeals to the courts rather than , wait i n g
unt il th eir di fficult ies surroun d them , seek
for paths to lead them out of the wilderness of trouble. To foresee events, to forecast the future , to make a safe and plain
chart by which the business navigator may
steer his croft , is now the labor of the law-

yer. Is a new enterprise to be started iu
trade, transportation or banking ? The
services of learned , wise and experienced
counsel are sought to determin e at the inception the legal rights and liabilities of
those connected with the enterprise, as
composing the essential elements of future
success or failure. Existing or proposed
legislation is to be carefully examined, the
failures of others who have preceded or the
probable grounds of their success, as in*
volved in legal rights and obligations, arc
to be explored , and to this task with care
and toilsome diligence the lawyer must address himself.
In this brief article it is impossible to
use extended illustration or discuss detail ,
but if from these slight suggestions the college student, soon to choose his life work,
can catch a glimpse of the great need of
the education, judgment, integrity and ability to labor which the lawyer should possess to make his work successful, then th e
object of this writing is accomplished.
It is obvious that in this connection the
term lawyer is not to be confounded with
the mere bill collector or the briefless police court pettifogger.
W. C. Philbrook. '82.
IN A CATHEDRAL.
In the dim distance the priest was merely an unembodied voice that scarcely
reached her where she sat. Ho spoke of
Chr ist, the ki ng seated in power at th e
right hand of the Father. Her eyes were
fixe d on the cathe dral window , a mosaic of
splendid color. There was purple, the
royal pur ple of a king, so contrived that it
was like the corner of a trailing robe. She
pulled her own rich robe the closer and
caught the priest's word , "king." A.nd ju st
below the purple was a bit of viviti orinv

son, awful in its beauty, redder than anything on earth except the life blood of a
human heart poured out for love. She
j pressed her jewelled hand on her own
heart , for it was throbbing so tumultuously
that before her eyes the crimson and the
purp le overlapped each other and mingled
together in confusion and the priest's words
' sounded so brokenly in her ears that she
could no longer distinguish what he said.
!
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A SONG OF THE HOMELAND.
It was in the winter of '94, that the good
ship Sea Foam put out from Rockland harbor .on a voyage to the distant South Sea
Islands. Once out of sight of land day
after day passed by in unvary ing succession ; each morning the sun rose out of the
ocean and at night sank to rest on the
western horizon. Everything that served
to break the monotony of the vast expan se
of waters was eagerly welcomed by the
little party on shipboard , and when now
and then a vessel hove in sight it became
the center of interest until its sail grew
hazy in the distance. No storms were encountere d, and the Sea Foam under favoring breezes made rapid progress until at
last land was sighted. The morning of
Janua ry 12, dawned bright and clear , and
the sun rose brilliantly in a cloudless sky
«s the shi p came in sight of Mauritius.
High overhea d circled the T r opic birds
in search of their morning meal. Occassionally one swooped down with the rapidity of li ghtnin g an d , sei zin g in its powerfu l
bil l a luckless fis h , bore it away, perhaps
to its mate who patiently guards the treasures of the nest on some inaccessible crag.
The sea , as peaceful as an inland lake ,
had scarcely a ripple u pon its surface ,
Mile the outer roofs were marked by a
sli ght!crest of foam/

As the ship glided over the shoals one
could see the many-hued fish disporting in
the clear depths below, among the richlytinted corals. The approach to St. Louis
harbor is beautiful in the extreme. The
city lies in an extensive val ley, surrounded .
by lofty mountains, some wooded to their
summits, others rugged and bare of vegetation , while in the distance rises the peak
of the well-known Peter Both Mountain.
Guarded by such sentinels Port Louis
when viewed from the sea, is one of the
most picturesque cities in the world. The
anchor was dropped a short distance from
the city and at once the ship was surrounded by curiously shaped canoes, manned by
Creoles, who pressed their various claims
in a villainous lingo , half Creole, half
English.
Several scantily clothed native boys
clambered over the sides bearing on their
backs their light canoes which they placed
bottom upwards on the deck .
One who acted as leader made known
by signs that the boy s would sing for a
penny, and the captain's wife , eager to
hear a native sing, tossed the boy the
coveted coin. Whereupon he turned toward
the dusk y group perched upon the canoes
and skillfully led them through the intricacies of that melodious and soul stirring
song "Ta-ra-ra-boom-de-ay."
THE OPEN DOOR.
"Mother, moth er , open the door and
let me out ," said the child.
"No, dear , stay with mo. I shal l ho
l onely without you."
"Please mother, let me go. If you will
only open the door I can go."
The door was very heavy o.nd moved
slowly on its hinges. The mother pushed
it hard before it would swing open. But

the child did not see. Lightl y she tripped
across the threshold and was gone.

*

*

*

"Mother ," said the maiden , "let me go !"
"Whom have I but you ",'' said the mother. "Would you leave ine ?"
"0, mother, if .you would only let me
go, I should be so happy ."
The mother hesitated , then she fo rced
open the door. It took all her strength
and when it was done , her heart was ni gh
to breaking. But she made no si gn and
the daughter did not see. The door was
open and she passed out.
THE ATHLETE OP YESTERDAY AND
TODAY.
Athletics have become a great popular
fad. Golf , tennis, the forest and stream ,
rowing, cycling and almost innumerable
other branches of athletics are claiming
large numbers of devotees from all classes.
In the colleges and schools there are very
^
few students who do not enter into athletics in some form or another , and perhaps collegiate sports are the most popular
forms of athletics. It is well understood
why athletics are given such a prominence
in college life , and it is not alone for the
sake of vanquishing the ri val universities
that such large sums of money and so
much time and labor arc annually spent
for the equipment and maintenance of the
means of physical culture .
While it is only of late years that such
impo r tance h as been attac h ed to physical
training, there is plenty of evidence in history which shows th at men and nations
have always admired and sought after
physical development. From all ages
come the tales of feats of individual prowess nnd courage. The games and combats
of the Greeks, in which was displ ayed

great physical strength , became a part of
their reli gion. To the Greeks, to be victorious in games was the highest honor.
Kings envied it; poets sang of it; the
young men strove for it. To be crowned
victor at the annual games was a greater
honor than to be crowned a king. Rulers
were honored , but victors were worshipped.
The gods of the Greeks and of the Romans
were mighty conquerors in individual contests of. strength. Hercules, Theseus, Castor and Pollox were all synonyms of great
physical strength and endurance. The
later nations of barbarian antiquity were
not lacking in this respect and their gods
were, in many cases, noted for physical
strength alone.
But the diffe rence between ph ysical supremacy and training in those days and
the present day is that with the ancients ,
it was the end , while with us it is but a
means to an end. To them everything
was subordinated to physical strength , to
us physical prowess is a thing to be despised unless it aids in our becoming better
men and women, both mentally and sp iritually. Life for the athletes of Greece was
preparation for the physical contest. The
physical contest for us is a part of our
preparation for life. The summit of their
hopes and desires was the winning of the
coveted crown of wild olive. With us the
victory in a physical contest is of momentary importance,
Although in some cases professionalism
may have crept into our college s, no
fat h e r sends h i s chi ld to col lege for
the distinction he may acquire as captain or star half-back on the varsity football team, or as a phenomenal -p itcher
on the baseball team , or as the fast sprintor or successful jumper. Athletics in our
time are ent irel y subordinate to the regu*

j
i
j
.

j

gentle lower slopes are spread with the
well-tilled fields and thrifty orchards of a
large farm. Just below, a road winds
along from which a passing team raises
a cloud of dust that hides the little brick
school house on its farther side. Down
still lower extends a sunny landscape of
many miles : off to the right is a high hill
crowned with a slender steeple, and
through the dense green enshrouding it
there peeps out, now and then , a white
cottage.
Snuggled in a valley to the left is a
larger village which lies quietly dozing
with its feet laved by the blue waters of a
little river and its head pillowed upon the
breast of the shady hill. More distant,
there lies another and yet another village,
and here and there one sees the sheen of
a lake, and away over yonder is a thread
of smoke curling up from the foot of purple hills. The background is piled with
mountains so distant that they might be
clouds, and their wavy outline melts away
into the sky.
But a murmur of anticipation passes
among the picnickers, and all eyes are
turned to a little group upon a shady knoll
through whose black loam the granite
peeps. A gray-haired man stands there
with reverent face, in whose hand is ly ing
an open b ook ; opp osite i s the stalwart
figure of a youth with a fair-faced maiden
by his side.
Subdued whispers pass between the onlookers.
"A goodly cou ple, John and Martha."
"Yes , Mart h a's done well, for John
owns the mountain farm now."
"A queer notion th is of John's to be
TWO MOUNTAIN GRATES.
The sunb eams are si ftin g d own through married out upon the mountain !"
"Yes , but he loves the mountain and
the foliage upon a gtfmp of happy picnickers. It is on the side of a mountain whose he loves the open air."

lar work of the institution. It is very fitting that athletics should engage the attention of the students for a portion of their
time and it should be the aim of every
young man to be strong physically. For if
men are to fill their place in the world, if
they are to be able to do their best work,
they must have healthy and sound bodies.
Physical culture in nearly all our
colleges is compulsory and , even if it
were not, students should feel it th eir duty
to develop themselves physically as well
as mentally. There are those in college
who do not know what to do with themselves in their leisure moments and, in
their idleness, are led into dissipation.
Again there are those, the ever-lasting
grinds, who at the neglect of the physical
nature are building up their mental nature.
It is to these that the advantage of
physical culture should be most urgen tly
presented. These are the very ones that
are most in need of an athletic training.
No man can ever reproach himself for an
hour judiciously spent each day in the
gymnasium or on the athletic field . Exorcise taken regularly and systematically
will soon be found to bo an incentive to
greater mental activity. And in taking
athletic exercise, students will find the
companionship and rivalry of their fellowstudents an agreeable accompaniment to
their work . Hence it is better to take
exercise in one of the regular departments
of ath let ics th an to seek to do the work
alone. The athletic work of any college
is suf ficiently varied for each stu d ent t o
find something to which he is adapted.
B. Q. B,

"Hark ! the minister is speaking."
The company is hushed , and the manly
voice rings out fi rml y, "I , John , take thee ,
Martha ,— " and then more softly comes
the voice of the woman. Now all heads
are bowed as , with arms extended and
and trembling voice the hoary servant of
God pleads that His blessing may rest
upon these two just beginning their life
together.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Many a year has passed since the wedding upon the mountain side ; a tall maple
has grown up and shades the old brick
school house ; the door , deeply carved
with initials and quaint heiroglyphics,
stands open ; little bare feet are swinging
from high benches, little flushed faces
bend over great geographies , and the air
is filled with a faint buzzing as lessons are
conned over and over.
The teacher stands by the window and
looks across to a shady corner of the burial ground by the roadside. An apple tree •
from the other side of the wall spread s its
flower laden branches caressingly over the
mounds. An unusual monument marks
the resting place of these two ,—a rough
fragment of a granite boulder , one side
only smoothed.
The woman's eyes rest reverently upon
the stone as she reads again and again ,
"Joh n Gould and Marth a , his wife ," and
lulled by the droning of the insects by the
roadside she thinks over the story of the
ma n wh ose grave sh e sees, as it was told
her by the neighbors.
"His wedding on the mountain was only
one proof of his love of natu re," they said ,
"and before he died ho nskod that his
grave might be marked by a simple piece
of g ranite fr om h i s own farm ,—n piece
unhewn , just as God fa shioned it."

A little breeze sways the limbs of the
apple tree and a shower of fragrant petals
flutters down, shrouding the two graves in
a mantle white as snow.

Sol by Ver^e.
TO THE LION OF LUCERNE.
AN EXAMINATION DAY LAMENT.

Aha, thou, circus monarch, dost
Enjoy thyself as marble bust
Over there ?
Or is that knitted-bro w a sign
Of some heart-rending woe like mine
And d eep d espair ?
heavy locks betray
long
and
y
Th
A football disposition, say,
Did you not
In some far distant tropic clime
Tackle hard at dinner time
The Hottentot ?
I yearned to be a star athlete
Immense in muscle, strong and fleet.
But, O Lord !
As I pursued this worthy bent
All my recitations went
By the board.
So this exam , lias laid me quite;
Now for ray fun—I know it' s l-ight —
I must atone.
Like thee I' m stuck, beyond a doubt ,
I, too, shall surely be cut out,
Tho ' not in stone.
And if in fits right here I die,
May I like thee be shelved on high ,
Petrified ,
To warn the foolish mortals who
Let—with vain hope to get through Lessons slide.
Then under me a tablet place,
Engrave these word s upon its face :
'Tn f ralrum
Memoriam qui ilunkamunt
Male , ei tune occiderunt
Sacratum. "
DREAMLAND.
It is a land not far from hero
Where souls may wander , In a day
That never ends, an d f ar away

From plotting care, and pain , and fear.
There we may clasp the hands so dear,
And press a kiss in lover 's way
On yielding lips , that say not "nay, "
And gaze into the eyes so clear.
Ah! Dreamer 's Land , fair Dreamer 's Land !
The sea shines bright in sunlit glow;
Ships comes laden with precious ore ;
A silver tide on golden sand ;
Our hearts sing to ais soft and lowYet—but a dream and nothing more.
H. W. Haynes, 1900.
A REYERY.
;I sat in the twilight thinking,
And 'w i t hin my heart there grew
A vague unrest and a yearning,
A longing for something to do.
Some message to give to another
Of comfort and help and love;
Some word from the Elder Brother
That would tell of that peace above.
So I sat there quietly thinking
When into my heart there came
A whisper gently stealing,
A mingling of joy and pain.
"Thou hast no message for others, "
The sweet voice said to me.
"Thou canst not help thy brother
With aught but sympathy.
"But if of this thou givest,
And givest gladly and free,
If only like Him thou livest
Who gave Himself for thee,
"Then thou wilt find, my brother,
His peace their hearts will move,
And thou, too, wilt be sowing
The seeds of truth and love. "
A TWILIGHT BY "THE STREAM. "
All saddened into silence nature seems,
Bereft of the bright presence of the day ;
Sweet tears of dew distil o'er leaf and flower ,
The Messalonskeo noiseless makes its way.
Anon from yonder wood a whip-poor-will
Disturbs the silence with his lonely cry ;
And to the slender willow o'er the stream
A wandering zephyr breathes a plaintive sigh.
But one brief hour, and then the darkening scene
Renounces tenderly the twilight's sway.
And lol adown the swiftly gathering dusk
A star sends softly bright its trembling ray.

RONDELS.
IN SPRIN GTIME.

The pink and white of dainty May,
That blooms when vagrant robins sing
The madrigal of maiden Spring,
We sought along the woodland way.
Together, through the long, sweet day,
We gathered , idly wandering,
Th e p ink and white of dainty May,
That blooms when vagrant robins sing.
She held the flowers in laughing pl ay
Against her cheek, as, loitering,
We homeward went at evening.
I kissed—the flowers? Well, rather say
The pink and white of dainty May.
IN SUMMER.

Wo laughed at love and played at friend s,
And , sooth ! it was a pretty play
To while a summer hour away.
A careless hour—and there it ends.
"Unhappiness on love attends,"
We cried; "we'll choose the better way. "
We laughed at love and played at friends,
And , sooth ! it was a pretty play.
^
We laughed at love! We've made amends;
Though reason showed the bettor way ,
Our foolish hearts would not obey;
And so, and so, it ever ends.
We laughed at love and played at friends,
George Horace Lorimer.

Ed ito r ial 5.
to
jj ^HE Echo desires express its approvV r a l of the recent action of the faculty
in granting the request of the seniors, to
the effect that the members of the class
who do creditable work during the term
and are regular in attendance upon recitations he excused from the final spring examinations. It is one more instance of
the willingness of the faculty to cooperate
with the students in all rational plans. In
formulating such a request the seniors
were actuated by the conviction that it
was both reasonable and just. The demands upon a senior during the last few
weeks of his college course are many and
varied , and a release from examinations
will be gladl y welcomed and appreciated
in the bustle incident to the preparation
for commencement week. Colby is not
the first to advocate the abolition of final
examinations during the senior spring
term , as the faculties of Brown University
and other institutions have recently granted requests of like nature. Yet it is an
ex per iment at Colby, and it remains for
the class of '97 to prove that the plan is a
practical one, wor th y to become a fixed
law of t h e insti tution instead of a matter
for petition,
/Mil the copy for th e '97 Oracle is now
^in the han d s of the pu bli shers and , barring unex pected d elays, the Oracle wil l
appear about the first of June. In many
respects the edition is similar to the
editions of '95 and '96, but like all new
Oracles has new features also. It contains
about 200 pages : the shape of the book is
the same that it has been for the past two

"

years : the color is blue and brown. A
very interesting series of articles upon the
Colby of different periods were written
by sons of Colby and these form a
special feature of the literary department.
Pres. Butler contributed a very excellent
article upon "The Outlook." In fact most
of the literary matter is the contribution
of alumni and alumnae, and had it not been
for the kind and very helpful assistance
of some o£ the alumni, the literary digest
would have gone* begging. We are compelled to say that the undergraduates, particularly in the men's college, have done
almost nothing for the Oracle. Whether
it be from laziness, indifference or lack of
pride , the large majority of the students
are loath to do any thing in the way of
material assistance : consequently the editors are left to "scratch round" and get
whatever material they can from any source
wh atsoever. When such a spirit prevails it
is quite impossi ble to get out a first-cl ass
publication . All the work cannot be done
by one man nor by seven. It must be
done to a largo extent by the students.
Interest and work on their part means a
good Oracle. Lack of interest and no
work means a poor Oracle. We are proud
to say that all the drawings for this year's
Oracle have been made by Colby student s
—something which has never before occurred in its history. Frank W, Alden
and W. 0. Stevens have made nearly all
of them in a most excellent manner. For
the work they have done , the editors feel ,
as should all the students , under great
obligations. The '97 Oracle may not be
all that it is expected to be. If it is not,
the blame must be laid elsewhere than
upon the editors. They have done all in
their power to make it the best Oracle in
the history of Oolby.

tJtITH the return of spring, the sm all
^J-'boy resorts to some retired spot to
play his favorite game of marbles, and the
college student spends his spare time in
pitching pennies at the weather-beaten
front of the dormitories. The practice of
"pitching pennies" is altogether too popular at Colby, and some devotees are at it
early and late. Aside from any moral
effect it may have upon the participants ,
we believe it to be a foolish waste of time
to spend hour after hour at a game that
does not possess a single redeeming feature. If a student has a half hour to
spare let him play a set of tennis or take a
turn around the running track , —anything
in fact, rather than this practice which
cannot possibly be of any benefit either to
mind or body.

the students' conference, and this will '
bring together students from all parts of
the world. The platform speakers will include Pres. Patton of Princeton ; Rev .
Alexander McKenzie of Cambridge ; Rev.
Henry Yan Dyke, Mr. James L. Houghteling and Rev. A. F. SchaufHer. As usual
Mr. Moody will preside at the platform
meetings and will also deliver several addresses.

fHE campus of Colby University lying
on the bank of the Kennebec, has been
ri chly endowed by nature, and its ancient
willows and elms always excite admiration
on the part of visitors at Commencement.
During the past year great expense and
trouble have been taken to improve the appearance of the front campus, and we
think there is need of emphasizing the imijp OR the twelfth successive season Mr. portance of taking proper care of it. In a
I D. L. Moody has invited the students' sense, the college grounds are actually unof America and other lands to meet at der the protection of the students, and no
"Northfield" for conference and Bible rules or regulations, did they exist, could
study. Oolby is preparing to send a large preserve them in their present state. Aldelegation. Already nine students have though no student would be guilty of atsignified their intention to take advantage tempting to deface the campus, yet there is
of this opportunity, and it is expected that a general carelessness among the students
the number will be increased before June that ought to be corrected. 'In certain
25, the opening day of the conference. places student s have worn unsightly paths
That this means a good deal for the Chris- across the grass in their desire to take
tian interests at Colby during the coming short cuts, and one frequently sees a stuyear, none can doubt who has seen how the dent throwing paper and other rubbish on
Christian associations of the college have the grass. Such acts as these should be
already developed through the influence of frowned upon'. Every man in college
these summer gatherings. Students who should take a personal pride in the appearhave caught the Northfield spirit are filled ance of the campus, and should do all in
with an enthusiasm for Christian service , his power to keep it in the best possible
Sanson their return to college make their condition.
power felt in all departments of association yllE wish to say a word of commendation
vork. This summer the World's Student ^**and exhortation in reference to the
Christian Confederation will hold its first reading room, The improvement in the
meeting at Northfield in conjun ction with condition and effi ciency of the readin g room

should not be judged too severely, for it
should be remembered that the editors
have their regular college work and other
duties to perforin , and much of the work
on the paper is of necessity done hastily,
and at times-under conditions not at all
favorable for finished work. We surrender, our charge with the belief that The
Echo under the new constitution, and
guided by an editorial board chosen solely
on merit from among the very best writers
in college, is destined to meet with a still
greater measure of success during the coming year. Although we sever our active
connection with the paper, we shall still
maintain our interest in its welfare ; The
Echo will always have a warm place in our
hearts. We extend to the new editorial
board our best wishes for a successful year.
Personally the editor-in-chief desires to
thank those whose words of appreciation
from time to time have been such a help
7j TlTH this issue the duties of the pres- and encouragement, also those of the
^*^ ent board of editors are finished , and alumni and undergraduates who have so
volume XXI of The Echo is added to generously responded to appeals for contrithose which have preceded it. It is with a butions. Such assistance is a constant
feeling of regret that we take up the edi- stimulus to an editor to do his best and
torial pen for the last time , for the editing renders work which would otherwise be
of The Echo, in spite of all the hard work , mere drudgery a pleasure.
has been both interesting and profitable.
RESOLUTIONS.
By no means do wo feel that The Echo
Whereas : It has pleased our Heaven ly
during the past year has been free from de- Father to call f rom earth th e si ster of one
fects—there have been many, which can of ou r num ber , Edith M. Larrabee, be it
clearly be seen now in the light of a year's
Resolved , Th at we, th e members of Beta
all
in
our
experience—but we have done
Phi , exten d our h eartfelt sympathy to our
power to lift The Echo to the position it beloved sister in her affliction , and be it
should maintain among college publicaResolved , That a copy of these resolutions. And if we can believe the many tions be sent to our bereaved sister , that
kind ' words of commendation fr om alumni they be published in the Colby Echo, and
and un dergra duates alike , our efforts have that a copy of them bo preserved in the
annals of the society.
not been wholly in vain. For the mistakes
Edith M. Cook,
for which we have been directly responsiGrace Gatchbll,
ble we crave indulgence. A college paper
Susie A. Hall,

within a year has been praiseworthy and
this can be ascribed only to a general co-op. eration with the management. The principal papers of the day are kept constantly on
file, thus affording to all easy access to the
news of the world. But do the students as
a whole improve this opportunity to keep in
touch with the issues of the day ? It seems
as if all college men should have a good
knowledge of current events, yet instances
might be cited to. show that some , at least .,
know very little of what is going on outside
the college walls. The present is filled
with opportunity and the need of intelligent
understanding of affairs in the East, in
Cuba, in America , was never so apparent.
History is being made every hour. It seems
as if the world were never so busy. A keen
knowledge of today's doings will be potential-capital to the intelligent citizen of tomorrow;,

eittyeti ^.

Runs made by H. Putnam 3, Austin 2, T. Put-

BASEBALL.
The recent tri p of the 'Varsity hall team

to New Hampshire and

Massachusetts

brought encouragement to the supporters

of Colby, as the team won three out of the
five games played , and played much better
ball than could be reasonably expected
judg ing from the games on the home
grounds. The following are the official
scores of the games :
CO L BY, 23; N. H. C, 15.

Dover , N. H., May 4. Heavy . batting,
with plenty of errors in both out and infield , characteri zed the game between Colby University and New Hampshire College
at Central park. The pitching for Colb y
was loose at times. New. Hampshire college weakened after the fifth inning and
allowed the visitors to score heavily to the
ninth. V. Putnam and Mathes excelled in
batting. Scannell showed up well for
Colby. The score :
Colby -.

H. Putnam , lb,
Austin, 8b,V. Putnam, 2b,
Patterson, p, m,
Scannell, c,
Cushman , 3b,
Tupper , m, r, •
Gibbons, If ,
Hamilton , r, p,
Totals,
Haley, a,
Langlier, lb,
Richardson , p
Nelson, o,
Kane, m.r
Hayes, If ,
Mathes, r, p,
Runlett, 2b,
Smith, 8b,
Totals,
Innings,
Colby,
fy H. 0.

BH.

4
8
5
4

1

2

1
8
2

N. II. O.

PO.

A.

X.

6

2

1

10
0
0

12

0
5
0

1

0

3

0

0

0
0

0
2

0
1

Home r u ns , V. Putnam 2. Bases on balls, by

Patterson 5, by Hamilton 6, by Richardson 6.
Double plays , Richardson, Nelson and Langlier;
Scannell , H. Putnam and Cushman. Wild pitches,
Patterson. Passed balls, Scannell 2, Nelson.

Time 2h. 40m. Umpire , Harry Cole.
COLBY, 5; P. E. A-., 3.
Exeter , N. H., May 5. The game between Colby and Exeter was close and ex
citing, the former winning 5 to 3. Carter
was very wild and gave eight bases on
balls, while Scannell pitched a steady
game.; Ly decker accepted 13 out of 34
chances at short. Patterson , J. G-ibbons
and V. Putnam , did the best playing for
Colby, and Guernsy for Exeter. The
score :
Colby.

1

1

1

1

1

17

18

7

1111.

PO.

A.

E,

2 11 1
17
1 0
0
0
1
1
2
2
2
1 2
0
2
2
1 0
2
2
0
1 0
0
1 3
1
8
2
3
2

,
16 27 21 11
12 8 4 5 0 7 8 0
2 0 5 2 0 4 1 4
5-23
1 5 0 0 6 2 0 2 0 -15

bh ,

H. Putnam , lb ,
Austin, ss,
V. Putnam, 2b,
Patterson, 3b,
Scannell, p,
Oushman, o,
Gibbons, If ,
Tupper, m,
Flood, rf ,
Totals,

0

25
2
1
4

n am 5, Patterson 2, Scannell 2, Cu shman 4, Tapper, Gibb on s 2, Hamilton, H aley 4, Laaglier 3,
Ri ch ards on 2, Runlett 2, Ma thes, Smith 3.
E arn ed runs , Colby 4. Two base hits, Haley,
Kane, Smith , V. Putnam, Patterson , G-ibbons.

Lydecker, ss,
Weeks, c,
Smith , 2b,
Little, 8b,
Gibbons, m,
Robertson , lb ,
Lawton, If ,
Guernsy, rf,
Carter, p,

2

0
1

PO.

10

1 8

4

8

1

0

0

1

0
0
EXETKR.

0

8
0

0

0

3

0

0

0
0

20

10

4

A.

M.

8

0

0

0
0

1 0

2

0

0

2

1 2

0

4

3

1J H. „ P O.

1

2

B.

4
1
1 0

1

7
0

A.

4

4

1

1

0

1

0
0

9

1

1 0

5

0

1

0

,2 1
1

1

0

1
1.

0

5 24
22 5
Totals,
12 3 4 5 0 7 8 0
Innings,
Colby,
0 2 ' 0 0 2 1 0 0 -5
Exeter,
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0-8
Buns made, by H. Putnam , Austin , Patterson ,
Oushman , Tupper , Weeks, Lawton , Guernsy,
Earned run , Weeks. Base on balls, by Carter,
Putnam 2, Patterson, Cushman. 2, Gibbons, Tapper 2. Struck out, by Scannell, Lydecker , Smith,
Guorns y'; by Carter, Flood , Cushman. Double
plays, Lydecker, Smith and Robertson, 2, Umpire, Whitcomb. Time Ih. 40m,

2; Austin. Stru ck out , W. H. Fox, McKenna, 3;
McTigue, 2; Gibbons, Cushman, H. Putnam ,
Worcester , May 6. Colby met its first Tupper, Patterson . Hi t by pit ched ball , W. H.
Patterson, McKenna. Passed
defeat of the tri p at the the hands of the Fox. Wild pitches,
Cushman.
Umpire, Corkery.
Scannell,
balls,
strong Holy Cross " team. Patterson was Time, lh, 55m.
"- in the box for the first five innings but
COLBY, 11; NASHUA, 5.
was very wild. He was relieved by HamNashua , N. H., May 7. Colby defeated
ilton who only, allowed the home team Nashua in a very pretty game in which
some sensational plays were made on both
one run.
The feature of the game was two sensa- sides. The college team had the best of
tional running catches by McAllister and the hits and fielding.
Patterson pitched a very fine game for
one each by Patterson and Tupper. Gib.
bons did the best work for Colby. He led Colby and gave few bases on balls. Quigat the bat , sending two long drives to cen- ley had an off day and was hit hard . The
ter for three bases , and scored two of the best play was a hot liner to Patterson.
three runs made by the visitors. Scannell Hamilton caught a very hard fly after a
did good work behind the bat , and by good long run arid made a pretty double. Flood
throws retired two men at second.
The played in ri ght field with a broken finger
score :
and his three errors were excusable. The
Holy Cross.
score :
bh. PO.
A. E.
Colby.
1 2
5
1
W. H, Fox, s,
A. E,
bh. PO ,
Lavin, m,
2
1 0
1
1 12
0
0
Gaffney, 2b,
2
2
2
0 H. Putnam , lb,
2 . 1 1 1
Maroney, fi ,
8
1 0
0 Austin, s,
3
4
6
1
McTijue, lb
1 9
0
0 V. Pntnam, 2b,
1
Patterson,
p,
2
2
8
1 1 1 1
W. J. Pox, 3b,
8
1 0
0
McAllister, lb,
2
8
0
0 Gibbons, If,
2
8
0
0
Brennan , o,
8
6
0
1 Scannell, c,
0
0
0
2
McKenna , p,
2
1 2
1 Cushman, 8b,
2
4
1 0
Hamilton, ru,
1
0
0
3
Flood,
rf
,
17
27
10
5
Totals,
•
Colby.
0
Totals,
16 27 12
BH. PO, A. B.
"
Nashua,
0
6
0
0
H. Putnam, lb,
bh. ro. A» E1 0
1 2
Austin, ss,
8
2
0
1
1 5
2
1 Hanscomb, lb,
V. Putnam, 2b,
Dolan, s,
0
4
2
1
0
2
1 1
Patterson, p, rf ,
0
•
Hoyle,
m,
0
2
0
2
1 1 0
Gibbons, lb
Ryan, Pb,
1 1
2
2
1 0
1 0
Scannell, 8b, c,
Connors , 8b, p,
0
0
1 0
1 3
2
2
Oushman, o, 8b,
Thorne, 2b,
1 4
2
0
0
1 0
Tupper, m,
0
Qutgley.
rf,
8b,
1
0
2
1
1 0
2
0
Hamilton, if , p,
Linehan ,.c,
0
6
8
0
1
1 4
0
7 24 W 7 O'Neil , lb,
Totals,
"
1* 2 8 4 6 6 7 8 0
¦ Totals;
Inn i ngs,
8 14 12
5
0 8 B 4 0 0 1 0
Holy Cross,
—12
Innings
1
2
8
4
6
6
78 9
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0-8
Oolby,
Oolby,
2 1 0 0 4 0 2 2 —11
Runs made,,, by W. H, Fox, 8; Lavin, 2; Gnfl- Nashua,
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2—5
ney, 2; Gapt. Fox, McAllister, Brennan , 2; MoRuns
,
made
by
H.
Putnam, Austin , V. Putnam,
Eenna , 2; Gibbons, 2; Hamilton. Earned runs ,
Patrer
s
on
2;
Gibbons,
,
8; Scannell, 2j Oushman,
Oapt,
Holy Cross, 5; Oolby. Two-base hits,
Fox,
McAllister, Brennan , 2; V. Putnam. Threa-base Hanscomb, 2; Dolan , Boyle, Ryan. Earned runs,
hits, Gibbons, 2. Homo run , Gaffney. Stolen Oolby, 6; Nashua. Two-base hits. Austin; 2;
bases, W. A. Fox, MoTigae, McAllister, Gaff ney, Putnam, Patterson , Gibbons , Soannell. Hamilton,
Hamilton. Base on balls, Gaffney, 2; Maroney, Ityan, 2, Home runs, Patterson , Gibbons, Stol2; W. J. Fox, McAllister, W. H. Fox, O ush man , en bases, Patt erson , Hansoomb, Ryan. First
HOLT CR OSS, 13; COLBY, 3.

base on balls, by Patterson, Ry an; -2; Thorne ;
by Quigley, Cushman, 2. Struck out, by Patterson, Linehan; by Quigley, Gibb ons , Hamilton;
by Connors; Hamilton, Flood 2. Double plays,
PatUrson and Y. Putn am ; Hamilton and V. Putnam ; Hamilton and H. Putnam. Passed balls,
Linehan, 2. Hit by pitched ball, Austin. Umpire, Fogarty. Time 2h.
PORTLAND, 18; COLBY, 6.
easily from Colby by a score of 18 to 6 ,
as the college boys were-tired after their
long tri p. The game was stopped in the
middle of the ninth inning. The score :
Portland.
bh. . PO.
5
0
1 11

~

4

0
0
1 1
2
0
0
0
0
0

3

bh.

PO.

A.

E.

0

3

1

12

2
2
3

2
0
0

0

1

1

6
2
0
1
0
0
2
1
1 3
2
1
9
0

10 27 12 10
• Totals,
1 2 8 4 5 0 7 8
Innings
2 8 1 1 4 8 2 2—18
Colby
0 0 0 1 8 0 2 0—0
M. O. I.
Buns made, Coughlin, 8; Nichols, 4; Houle, 0;
McGuirk, 8; Polhemus, 8; Burns, Deizel, 2;
Miller, 8i Engel, 5; H. Putnam , V. Putnam, Patterson, 8; Gibbons. Earned runs, Portland, 5;
Oolby, 8, Two-base hlis, Houle, 8; Kngel f 2;
Patterson. Three-base hit, Polhemus, Home
runs, Polhemus, Miller, Patterson. Stolen bases,
MoGuirk, 4; Polhemus, 2; Coughlin , Hou le, 5;
Deizel, Nichols. First base on balls, by Hamilton , V, by Miller, 8, Struok out. by Miller, Putnam, Austin, Cushman , Hamilton , 2; Tupper, 2.
Passed ball, Scannell, Wild pitch, Hamilton.
Hit by pitched ball, by Hamilton, Nichols, Houle,
Polhemus , Burns, Umpire, Mr, Gill,
¦'

¦

.

.

.

-

\
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great improvement over that in the Kent's
Hill game.

The Portlands presented a

very strong team , the battery and shortstop
playing a particularly strong game. Our

Scannell was in the box for three innings

8

4

good one and the playing of our nine was a

0
1

24

1
2
1
2
1
0
1

The game was a

6
0
1 2

1

24
2

ond game with Portland.

team did well at the bat , and with one or

Colby.
H. Putnam, lb,
Austin, s,
V. Putnam, 2b,
Patterson, p, m ,
Gibbons, If,
Scannell, c,
Cushman, 8b,
Hamilton , p, m,
Tapper, rf,

did so well on the trip, that there was con-

E.
0
0

1 3
2
2
1 0
0
0
4
0

Totals,

from the Massachusetts trip. The team

A.
2
3

1 0

8
8

Last Saturday, before a good-sized crowd ,
Colby played its first game after the return

siderable interest in the result of the sec-

Portland , Me., May 8. Portland won

Coughlin, 2b,
Nichols, c,
Houle, If ,
McGuirk, lb,
Polhemus, m,
Burns, 8b,
Diesel, s,
Miller, p,
*Hodgdon , p,
Engel, rf ,

PORTLAND, 15; COLBY, 4.

two exceptions played well in the field.
and then went to ri ght field , where he distinguished himself by making three fine
throws , two to the home plate and one to
first , nailing his man each time. Hamilton and Newenham succeeded Scannell in

the box. Cushman behind the bat was a
trifle weak in his throwing to bases , but
otherwise put up a strong ga'me. Hudson
and Tolman at 3rd and short respectively,
played their first regular game, and Hudson got in some timely hitting, also making
a fine catch of a foul fl y. As a whole , the
team has made such improvement , that

with Flood in condition again our chances

for the pennant would not bo so slight
after all. The score :

Portland.
Coughlin, 2b,
Nichols, o,
Houle, If,
McGuirck, lb,
Polhemus, of,
Bums, 8b,
Miller, p,
Dieiol, ss,
Engel, rf,

Total, ,

ab ,
5
5
4
5
5
8
4
5
5

r. 1b.
1 4
0
2
1 2
1 1
1 1
8
1
2
1
8
2
8
8

41

15

17

tb. po. a, u.
6
1 1 0
8 10
1 0
2
6
0
0
1 1 0
0
1 0
1 0
1 0
0
0
1 0
0
0
2
8
8
1
8
1 0
0
"
10 27 U
l

ab.
Tolman , ss,
4
H. Putnam , lb, 5
Cushman, c,
4
V. Putnam , 2b, 5
Gibbons, If ,
4
Scannell, p, rf , 4
Hudson , 3b,
4
Wilson , rf ,
0
Hamilton, p,
.3
Newenham , p,
0
Tupper , cf ,
4

Colby.
b. 1b. tb. po. a. e.
0
0
0
1 4
1
l
1 1 9
3
1
0 2 4
7 1 0
2
3
5
s
3
0
1
1
1
1 . 0
1
0
1
l
0
3
0
0
2
2 ' 1
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0
0
0
0
1 0
1

Totals ,
37
3 11 15 24 17
6
Innings,
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Portland ,
0 3 6 3 0 3 0 0 x- 15
Colby,
0 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 0-4
Earned runs, Portland , Colby. Two-base hits,
Coughlin, Nichols. Three-base hits , V. Putnam , Cushman , Stolen bases, Portland , 8;
Colby, 2. Bases on balls, Portland , 3; Colby, 3.
Hit by pitched ball, Burns, Nichols, Houle.
Struck out , Tolman , 2; H. Putnam , s; Hamilton,
2: Tupper 2; Engel , 2. Wild pitch , Hamilton.
Time, 2h, 15m. Umpire , D. P. Foster , Colby, '91.

On June 3 the freshman classes of Colbv
and Bowdoin will hold an athletic contest
on the Colby cinder track. This is the
fi rst event of the kind in the history of the
colleges and it promises to be a close and
interesting contest , as a good number of the
class are in training. The most promising
candidates at present are Cotton , Warner ,
Hedman and McDonald in the sprints ;
Hooke, Fitzgerald and Sawyer , in the short
runs ; Cotton and Hooke in the hurdles ;
Haynos, Severy and Sawyer in the long
runs ; Cotton , Fogg and Hodman in the
jumps ; Fogg and Dought y, in tho pole
vault ; Severy, Towno and Hard y in the
shot and hammer.

Jg^HE annual meeting of
IT the Colbiensis Publish'ing association was held
after chapel on the morning of May 8th. In the
absence of the president
and vice-president, Snow,
'97, the treasurer presided.
The following officers were
elected : Wellman, '98,
president and manager ;
Hanson , '99, vice-president
and chairman of the managing board ; Cook, '98, secretary ana
treasurer ; Miss Humphrey, '98, assistant
treasurer. The editorial board for next
year will be as follows : Richardson , '98,
editor ; Miss E. H. Stephens, '98, associate
editor ; assistant editors, Dyer, '98 ; Fuller,
'98 ; Page, '98 ; Herrick , '98 ; Hooke, '00 ;
Miss Smith , '98 ; Miss Bowman, '99.
The tennis tournament is now in progress and the winners will be sent to Portland to the intercollegiate tournament
Ju ne 7, 8, 9 and 10.
It has been definitely decided that the
field meet between the freshman of Bowdoin and Colby will come off on June 3rd
on the Oolby cinder track . This will bo
the first meet of the kind that has been
held between classes of the sister institutions and will prove very interesting.
On account of the storm and the smalln ess of the aud ience , the u su al conference
was given up last week,
The heavy rai n of the past week suspended all the outdoor sports for a time,
but the fine weather has now set them all
on foot again.
Miss Roberts, 19.00, was given an informal party by her plassmates May 15, in
honor of her birthday.

It is expected that an important meeting
of the Alumnae Association will be held in
Waterville, Tuesday, June 29. Let there
be an enthusiastic gathering of the dau ghters of Colby on that occasion.
Pres. and Mrs. Butler will receive the
members of the Senior and Junior classes
at the president's house on College avenue
on the evening of May 28.

One of the many hurdy gurdies which
have been infesting the campus lately furnished music for an impromptu dance in
the reading room Saturday evening.
Much credit is due Mr. J. G-. Towne for
the valuable assistance which he has given
the Glee Club.

The subject of the union meeting of the
Y. M. C. A. and tbe Y. W. C. A. for May 4,
W. W. Bustard, of Newton Theological was "Japan." There was a very large atSeminary, was here last week coaching the tendance. The meeting was conducted by
baseball team. Mr. Bustard was captain Gerry, '98, chairman of the missionary
of the Brown Varsity team in '95 and has committee of the Y. M. C. A. Short paby Herrick , '98; Hanson,
a thorough knowledge of the game. He pers were read
9
has been at the Good Will Farm assem- '99 ; Hooke , 0(f; Miss Wilbur, '99, and
blies for several years , and is well known Miss Hanson , '97. Miss Nye, '97, gave a
in this section. He returned Thursday very interesting account of the different
to coach the team for the U. of M. game on mission stations on the island. Music
was provided by a quintette composed of
Saturday.
Misses Brann , Walker, Stetson , Small and
The campus is being filled up and graded. Meser ve.
The low land toward the street has been
Mrs. Mary Lowe Carver will speak beraised, and when the grass covers it again, fore the Women's College Friday evening,
the campus will be more beautiful than May 21, on "The Psalms."
ever.
The class of '98 have voted to present
the college on Junior Presentation Day
with a granite drinking fount ain to b e
placed on the campus near South college.
Many of the students will go down to
Lewiston Fr iday n ight to the debate, as a
lo4 rate of fare has been obtained.

THE SOPHOMORE DECLAMATION.

Thq Baptist church was well filled on
the evenin g of May 14 at th e occasion of
the Soph omore declamation of the class of
'99. The length of the exercises was overlooked in the un iform excellence of the
programme, All the parts were well render ed an d reflecte d great credit upon the
Senior an d Junior articles are due June participants, Rev. Mr. Lindsay made the
first.
opening prayer. At the close the judges,
Those mem bers of the Senior class who Rev. Mr. Marsh, Judge W. C. Phiibrook
do creditable work during the term and and R, B. Attwood, retired for a few minwho are regular in attendance upon recita- utes and brought in the following awards :
tions will be excused from the final spring From, the men's college, 1st, George A.
examinations. This is a custom that is in Martin , Guilford ; 2d, William 0. Stevens ,
vogue at Brown and ottoer kindred insti- Wate»rville; from the women's oollegCj lst,
^
Helene H, Bowman , Waterville j 2d , Mary
tutions.

L. Wilbur , Saxton's River, Vt. Music was
"Please try. I'd like enormously to
f urnished by the college orchestra and was learn."
a pleasing feature of the programme. Not
"Well ; you'll have to say something to
for many year s has th e college been able begin."
to furnish music for such occasions. The
"That's easy : Won't you kiss me?"
following is the programme :
"0—oh ! I didn't mean anything like
that. Besides, that's a sentence interrogMusic
Prayer
ative and you've got to make a proposition
Music
—something with terms and a copula, you
Bobby Shaftoe
Green
know."
Mary Louisa Wilbur
"How's this, then? I propose to kiss
Sumner's First Speech in the Senate
Curtis
Henry Russell Spencer
you."
Speech before the Democratic National
"That's bet—I mean that isn't at all the
Convention
Bryan
sort of a proposition to make. Your terms,
George Atwood Martin
The Armenian Massacres
Gladstone I and you , must be in agreement, with a
William Bryant Chase
copula between."
Music
"Aren't you and I in agreement?"
Dedication of the Washington Memorial
"Ye—es ; I suppose so."
Arch
Curtis
"And isn't kiss a copula ?"
Earlon Kent Guild
Eulogy on Garfield
Depew
"Why, Charlie ; how quick you learn!"
Harold Libby Hanson
"Well , rather."
The Rh yme of the Duchess May Mrs. Browning
"I believe you've studied logic before."
Helene Hortense Bowman
"Honor bri ght , I haven't; but you 're
Selection from Fishin' Jimmy
Slosson
Alice White Chase
such a jolly, good teach— "
Music
'•'Oh , Charlie, I didn't say you could !"
The Federal Election Bill
Greenhalge
"But that was the proposition. "
William Oliver Stevens
"Ye-e-es !"
Selection from Patsy
Wiggin
Alice May Purinton
"Now what do you do next ?"
*Grattan 's Reply to Gorry Dean Judson Tolman
"Syllogisms come next. You take three
The Reprimand
Anon
propositions together and— "
Mollie Sewall Small
*Exoused.

Music

*

w

*¦

"This logic's my long suit. What next?"
"Then,", rather faintly, "There are sixtyLOGIC MADE EASY.
four moods of three propositions each to
"You're awfully unreasonable ," she said , be—."
when the quarrel reached the making up
George Horace Lorimer.
stage; "but I don 't suppose that anything
better's to be expected from one who 's
never studied logic."
"But you could teach me," he insinu^HjIHHBV"**
ated.
"Ye—es , I suppose I could if you weren't
such a stupid,"

e|>r^or2&l ^.
Taylor , '97, preached at Livermore Falls
Sunday, supplying the pulpit of Rev. H.
R.Mitchell.
Martin , '99, who has been ill in Fairfiel d
for the past two weeks with the grippe , has
gone to his home in Guilford.
Austin, '98, has been in Boston for the
past week.
Barker , '97, and Drummond , '98, spent
a few days in Portland recently.

ff i \umn\ ch Jf llumme.
'57. Rev. G. M. P. King, D. D., has felt
constrained by reason of impaired health to
tender his resignation as Principal of Wayland Seminary, Washington, D. 0. It is
hoped he may retain his connection with
the institution as far as his health will
permit.
'61. Dr. A. P. Marble is one of the Assistant Superintendents of Public Schools
in New York city.

McFadden , '98, visited Adams , '99, at
his home in Wilton last week.
Getehell , '98, has returned from Portland where he was being treated in the
hospital for throat trouble.

'75. Rev. H. M. Heywood and wife recently visited relatives in this vicinity.
Mr. Heywood is a native of Winslow and
graduated from Colby. He has just closed
a pastorate over the Baptist church in Kennebunk and is about to enter upon his now
field of labor as pastor of the church at
Monson.

Y. M. C. A.

'84. A letter just received in Saco from
Burmah announces the marriage of Miss
Bora Roberts of Vassar, '96j to Rev. John
E. Cummings of Saco, Baptist missionary
at Henzada, Burmah. The event took
place at the Lyon Memorial, chapel at
Bhamo , Upper Burmah , March 20. In addition to the Kachins, Bu rma ns, Shans an d
Kar ens , there were in attend ance at the
ceremony several English officers and missionari es from Myingyan and Mandalay .
Throe American lady travelers, Now Yorkers , who were fellow passengers of Mr. and
Mrs , Cummings, also witnessed the ceremony. A profusion of orchids figured in
the church decoration. The bride wore
her Vassar commencement costume of
white with pink ribbons. The bride's
father, Rev. W, H. Roberts, is a Baptist
missionary among the Kachins at Bhamo,
his field being about 500 miles from that in

¦ S^pi jti an ^I jj oeiati oQj .

Prof. Elder's second lecture was as well
attended and thoroughly enjoyed as the
first. "God revealed in Nature" has been
the key-note of several very profitable little
talks in the class in Physiology, and is the
greatest lesson our professor d raws fro m
the sciences. The lecture contained many
sentences that were well worth remembering as embodiments of truth , but we fear
that to emphasize these would wr on g the
min d s of those wh o hea rd it , not as sentences , but as a complete lecture.
Last Saturday evening President Woodman gave the cabinet an elegant and most
enjoyable tea. Beautiful pinks and wellselected conundrums added color and fragrance to the occasion. The evening was
spent in the discussion of business.

which Mr. Cummings is stationed. The
daughter was educated in America, and accompanied a party of missionaries to Burmah , intending to remain with her father
during her mothe r 's absence in this country. The attachment between Miss Roberts
and the returning Saco missionary was established during their voyage across the
Atlantic , their engagement being announced on their arrival at London. The
wedding was followed by a 30-mile pony
ride into the mountains, where the brid al
pair, Rev. Mr. Roberts and several others
sojourned two months, during the torrid
season.
'86. Geo. E. Googins, Esq., has moved
his law office from Milbridge to Bar Harbor. Mr. Googins , it will be remembered ,
created some stir in the political world of
Eastern Maine last year by deserting the
Republican party to preach the doctrine of
free silver.
'87. Rev, Woodman Bradbury, for six
years pastor of the First Baptist church at
Laconia , N. H., has received a call from
the Pleasant Street Baptist church of Worcester, 'Mass. Rev. Mr. Bradbury is a
graduate of Newton Theological Institution and has become one of the most popular divines in the Baptist church.
'87. At a meeting of the Maine State
Baseball league in Portland , Fred K. Owen
was elected secretary and treasurer in
place of M. J, Garrity, resigned. Mr.
Owen is a member of the editorial force of
the Portland Press and is well known in
this city where he was called "Cupid"
Owen during his college days, from 1884 to
his graduation in the class of '87.
'89. Rev. H, Everett Farnham is Prof essor of Greek , German and French , at
Tabor College, Tabor , Iowa,

'90. Rev. Frank A. Gilmore of Haverhill, Mass , ha s been engaged to deliver the
Memorial Day address before the Winthrop
Grand Army Post.
'94. R. M. Mahlman is taking a medical course at Burlington , Yt.
'91. E. 0. Megquier is teaching school
at Clinton.
'91. George A. Gorham, one of the
young lawyers of Aroostook, will deliver
the Memorial Day address before the Grand
Army post at Blaine.
'84. The Macmillan Company, New
York, announce a new volume by Prof.
Shailer Mathews, of the University of Chicago. It is entitled "The Social Teach- ,
ings of Jesus ; an Essay in Christian Sociology."
'93. D. J. Gailert was one of those
who responded to a toast at the Phi Delta
Theta banquet in Boston.
'93. Geo. C. Sheldon of North New
Portland was in the city recently on his return from Augusta , where he had been on
legal business.
'94. J. J. Goody, who was admitted to
the Kennebec bar at the March term, has
opened a law ofiice at 86 Exchange St.,
Portland.
'94. Arthur H. Berry is sub-master and
instructor in Physics and Chemistry in the
High and Putnam schools, Newburyporfc ,
Mass.
'94. Virgil C. Totman, principal of the
Buxton High School, has been engaged to
deliver the Memorial Day address at that
place.
'94. Albert S. Blanohard of Unity; who
was last y ear admitted to th e Waldo oonnty
bar, was in town last week for ft few dava ,

before going to Bangor , where he will practice law in the office of Hiram J. Preble,
29 Hammond St., one of the best locations
in the city. Mr. Blanchard is a very popular young man, and his many friends feel
glad to have him find so successful a location as the above will be.—Belfast Age.
'94. Verne M. Whitman, who will be
remembered as one of the famous '94 quartette, took part in the play "Frogs of Windham" which was recently given at Calais.
'95. J. Foster Philbrook has- entered
the employ of Jas. A. Robinson & Son in
their new clothing store in this city.
'96. Harry W. Dunn has completed a
successful term's work as principal of the
Monson High School , and is now at his
home in this city.
'96. Harry E. Hamilton was recently
married to Miss Dunham , a niece of H. R.
Dunham , '86, at the home of the bride in
South Paris. Mr. Hamilton is now principal of a grammar school in Everett , Mass.
'96. Albert S. Cole has resigned his
position as supervisor of schools in Skowhegan.
'96. Olive L. Robbins, who is teaching
Latin and English at the Friend's Select
school, Philadel phia , has been offered an
increase in salary, and will remain there
another year.

A.Entail H*£rk.e o*

Candy, lee Cream, Sod a,
Fruit, Nuts, Cut Flowers
and Plants.

Catering a Specialty.

C, H , WHEELR 'S CANDY FACTORY ,
Main Street .

University Bookstore.
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Stationery, Lecture and Note Books
College Text books of all kinds constantly on hand.
Pons, Pencils, Ink,. Mucilage, etc. Marketable Second Hand Books bought and sold.
;
Books not in stock procured at short notice. Tennis and Sporting Goods a
Specialty. We solicit your patronage.

B.C.BICHABDSON",

. . . .

18 SOUTH COLLEGE.

Bay View House W. B. Arnold & Co.,
WATERVILLE
O. G. SPRINGFIELD

W. B. ARNOLD.

, MAINE.
Steam Heat and Electric Lights Throughout.
Sample Rooms on Ground Floor.
Billiard and Fool Room.
Fr«e Carriage.

nJ am.i3\7Vr ^a.n.E! ,

Nails , Iron and Steal, Carriage Woodwork, Stoves and Pu
naces.Glass, Paints and Oils, Mill Supplies , Black Povde
and Higb Explosives.

'TERMS $2.00 PER DAY .

DOORS, SASH & GLAZED WINDOWS,

COTREL & LEONARD,

Boston liwsily Lai Mool,

D. E, PISKB,

Proprietor.

and 474 Broadway ,

ALBANY , N. Y.

Tinsmiths,' Steam and Water Fitters.
MAL¥E.
W ATEEVILLE ,

New Hall, Ashburton Place,

EDMUND H. BENNETT, DEAN.

Boston , Mass j

Opens Oct. 7.

*^0tt5 <®ra#
CAP and GOWN MAKERS
to the American Universities.

Treatise, Terms, <&c. on application.

G. S. FLOOD & CO.,
Shippers and Dealers in all kinds of

Anthrac ite & Bttur piGus Goal.
Also Wood, Lime, Cement, Hair, Pressed Hay ,
Straw and Drain Pipe.

Coal YardsJ& Office Cor. Main & Pleasant Sts.
Down Town Oflfloe , Marston Block.

W. E. CHAD WICK ,
DBAX.HR IN

PIANOS , ORGANS SEWING MACHINES

And Musi cal Merchandise.
Tiie Finest Quali ty of Violin , Banjo and Guitar
Strings a Speoialty.
102 Main St ,
Watervilio, Maine.

|
j

The annual published by the students of Colby University. Contains the fraternity pictures
and also a full list of Phi Beta Kappa men.
$l t OO r»«a? Copy

W. F. TITCOMB , M e?r.

WR
A T? W ^*
VV J:,iiJX

ikpW)N SHOE.

Tram Fmavvior Pittino Shoes for Tawhub Pj sbt. Tbey avo
positively the Easiest Shoes Worn. Soj/d direct and only
to thoconsumer at Onio FairPriob by tlie Makers.
OE'I THIS BEST WHICN YOU CAN.

At Retail Uiiaer Preble House, Portland, Mo.

,
LAUNDRY
GLOBE
STEAM
T. J. FROTH1NG HAM , Proprietor ,
30 and 82 Temple Sfc „
PORTLAND.
FINE WORK. A SPEC IALTY.

W, 13. CHASE, Agent, Oolby.

W. D. SPAULDING ,

Booksellerand Stationer .
Newspapers and Periodicals. ;

MAIN STREIOT,

.

WATJURVILMD, MAINE. .

THAT
TIRED FEELING

Winship
Teactier 'B
Agency.

Is nev rxperienced when you ride the

STRAUS TIRE
ON YOUR '97

MOUNT.
I t i s t h e f astest, easiest riding and
har dest to puncture; repairable by anyone.
Your Loca Dealer can Suppy them .

^Newton Rubb er Works.
NEWTON UPPER FALLS , MASS.

GEO. W. DORR , PHARMACIST.
PHENIX BLOCK, W ATERVI LLE.

FIUE PERFIIME S,T0I1ET ANDFAUGY ARTICLE S

SPONGES , SOAPS AND BRUSHES OF ALL KINDS.

Im ported and Domestic Cigars,
Pi pes, Smokers ' Articles , etc.
AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
Personal attenti on Given to Physicians ' Presc riptions.

GEORGE W. DORR

pCMTO (silver or stamps) pays for fl complete 8000.0
10
IV ) U K l l i a prize story, a true love Bfcory of college days
a nil other Inte resting matter. The regular price of the book
s 25 ots. Ourhuatuess is to secure positions for teachers in
olioola and colleges, We have a few vacancies in offices
also. Add ress
SOUTHERN TEAOBKltS' BUREAU

We have unequalled facilities for
placing teachers in every part of the
country.
Members registered in our Western
Office without additional fee, if desired.

3 S0flE$SET ST., BOSTOfl.
W. F, JARVIS, Manager.
Western Office, Topeka, Kansas.
OPINIONS OF COLBY GRADUATES.
J. E. Burke. Sunt, of Schools, Lawrence , Mass. In all my
dealings with P. I. Merrill , of the Beacon Teachers '
Agency I have found him courteous , gentlemanly, straightforward and altogether reliable. It is safe to follow his advice and put confidence in his jud gment. He recommends
candidates with caution and servos his clients faithfully.
I would have no hesitancy iu engaging a teacher upon Mr.
Merrill 's endorsement.
'Wellington Hod gklns, Pri ncipal High School , So.
Dennis , Mass. Teachers wishing the services of a Bureau
will find it to their advantage to employ Air. Merrill of the
Beacon Teachers ' Agency. Mr. Merrill deals mainly with
school officials direct and his notifications are reliable. I
cordially recommend hii.i.
W. O. Burnham , Com , Department , High School , Brainiree , Mans , I oannot spe k too highly of the Beacon
Teachers ' Agency, so ably conducted by Mr. Merrill For
promp t and efficient service , courteous treatment , abilit y
and tact to And the righ t inan for the right place, this
agency is unexcel led and offers superior advanta ge)! to
teach ers seeking positions.
W. Ii , Jones, Princi pal of the High School , Mllbridgo , Me.
I have always found Mr. P. I, Merrill of the Beacon
I oachora ' A gency courteous , straight-forward and active
Tn advancing the Interests of his patrons. The position I
now hold was secured through Ids recommendation.
Wt R» Whittle , Supt. Schools, Westerly, R. I. I can
heartily reooommend the Beacon Teachers ' Agency to
school officials and teachers. Havin g bad dealings with Mr.
Merrill , the manager , £ can say that lie is very considerate
in the number of candidates recommended and judicious
in their election. Superintendents applying to 1dm for
teachers aan be sure that they will not do flooded with applications.

THE BEACON TEACHER 'S AGENCY ,

731 and 732 Tremont Temple,
BOSTON.

P. I. MERRILL , Manager.
(Colby »88.)

E. H . EMERY, THE TAILO R,

12 MAIN STREET, WATERVILLE, ME.
A full line of Foreign and Domestic Woolens in Suitings, Trouserings, Overcoats.
oiv as the lowest. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Price

Particular attention given to College Trade.

FRED A. ROBERTS, 5 North College, Agent.

1

C\

J O S E P H Vj ILLOTT
S
«Zl!L " . JLV^ rl
STEEL
J
I U L L PENS.
r U M O'
G0LD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878 and 1889.
HIGHEST AWARD, CHICAGO, 1893.

Official Jeweler to all
FRATERNITIES

For Fine Writing , Nos. 303, 170,

604 E. F. For General Writing,
332, 404,601B.F., 1044, 1045,

10*«- For Broad writing, ioos,

1009, 1043. For Vertical Writing, 1045 (Verticular), 104C
(Vertigraphy A»%«f M

m^S^
^^^—^

BY

Special Appointment ,

Exclusive Attention
Given to
High-Grade Work .

WEW ^ORK

w^

P. S HEALD ,
READY-MADE CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR,
Gent's Furnishing Goods. Orders Taken for Custom Clothing ,
108 Main Street,
Watehville, Maine

REDINGTON & COMPANY ,
FUI ^M[F(E, * (PflPEF j?, + C^eCKE ^Y
DEALERS IN

MIRRORS , MATTRES SES, UNDERTAKERS AND FUNERAL DIRECTORS.
SILVER STREET. WATERVILLE, MAINE.

CUSTOM CLO THING AT READY-MADE PRICES.
THE KENNEBEC CLOTHING CO, Waterville,

offer these extremely low prices from their new fall woolens. A good all wool business suit,
$14, $1B, |1
7, *18, $25. All wool clay worsted suit, $18, $20, $22, $25. A nobby lino of panting,
$4, $5, $0, $7, $8v We guarantee a perfect lit and nntisfaotisn in every particular.
SAMPLES WITH OUR COLBY AGENT , W. B. Oil ASA).

T. F. OAKLETOISr,

A. E, BESSEY , M. D. \ M. W. BESSEY, M. D.

HAIR DRESSING R OOMS .

Billiard and Pool Room Connected.
139 M A I N

STREET .

Hours: io to 12 A. M.
I
Hours: 8 to io A. M.
1 to 3 P. M.
3 to s P. M.
\
Evenings.
<
7 to 8 P. M.
Sundays, 3- to 4 P. M.
Sundays, 9 to 10 A. M.
/
WATERVILLE, MAINE.
Residence 72 Elm Street.
Office 116 Main Street, over Ticonic Bank. Telephone Connection.

THE FISK TEACHERS' AGENCIES .
EVERETT O. FISK & CO., Pr oprieto rs .

Livery • and *Boarding

SEND TO AJfY OF THESE AGEXCIK8 FOR 100-PAGE
AGENCST MANUA L , FKEK.

4 Asbburton Place, Boston , Mass;
I'ifcJ Twelftli Street, Washington , D. C.;
70 Fifth Avenue , New York . N. Y. ;
<j20 Century Building, Minneapolis, Minn.;
356 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.;
B'25 Stimson Block , Los Angeles, On). ;
107 Keith & Perry Bulldlrg, Kansas City, Mo. ;
728 Cooper Building, Denver, Colo. ;
25 King Street, West , Toronto , Can.

" ELM WOOD "

STABLE.

ELMWOOD HOTEL.
(

Dr. H. E. SHEMPP ,
Waterville , Maine
Dental Office:
No. 84 M aln Street.

Hacks for Funeral s, Weddings , Parties , etc.
Also Barge s for Lar ge Pa rties.

C.A.Henrickson.

— —
SCHOOL AND COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS.
Deader in

• Come and Get Our Prices.

WDINSMORE^ '

L. H. Soper & Co. The Popular Shoe Dealer ,
BU Y AT HEAD QUARTERS.
CARRY THK LAHGKST LINK OF

Dry Goods , Small Wares , Etc.
I N T H E CITV.

L E A R N E D &B R O W N

^PLUM BERS ,*.

STEM AND HOT WATER FITTERS
Ag ents Snr the GUKNEY HOT WA TEK BO I LERS ,
Kieowle Hw*«t Hegulntora for Steam and Hot Wate r
Doners
nml Fiirniioen.
,&

__^—^——————-———--———• _--.„_ -_

1*. A . H ^ RKIiVIAIV, '
DBA LKH IN

, Diamonds , Jewelry,
W atcOlqolts.
h esSllwwwe
, Silver Novelties , Oolby

Banner Pius and Link Out? Buttons.
—.FINK HKPfclUENG A. 8PUOIALTY .
y ou willttnd tho laijeBt »tock of n * nADDTttAT J
OPTICAL GOODS ail
t • £L« HllItn.llll A.il «
GlAMea Fitted by a Graduate Opt ician,
- Wa Urville , Maiie.
48 Main Stftat ,

CARRIES THE FINEST LINE
IN THE CITY.

No. 02 Mai n Street ,

-

-

Waterville , Maine.

CUT FLOWERS

For Keceptione, Commencement, etc.
•hould be ordered at LAKIIY'S.
at
CO r\ \ Very
* Fine, Summer and "Winter,
'

OUL I/A (

LAKltY 'S.
Combs , Bru ges, Sponger , etc, and all supp lies
for the Room or Labora tory.

J. F. LARRABEE '87, The Drugg ist ,
" i" >' ¦ i' V

¦' " ' • '¦

SUITS -^
812 to $35.
TAILOR

ED

¦ .*

i* yo«L -vvisJbL to teaoli ,
'4 '

0Lf»X> l3T to

B

B

-

*

TEACHEilS' 00-OI>Jb]RJ?LTIVJE ASSOCIATION
:.of New England .
Over 2500 positions filled.
Send for Manual. . . .

• S.

FRANK 3. SPAULDING, M anager,
36 Bromfield St., Boston , Mass .

L.

P R E B Li E,

^p h o t ogr ap h er , • jh

Guar antees his work to be 50 per cent, better than any that can be obtained elsewhere in the
state. Call at his Studio and be convinced that his statement is correct.
WATERVILLE, MA.INE.
66 M A.IN STRE ET.

!GEO . S, DOLLOFF & CO J
*
+

Successors to Dolloff & Dunham.

I
t

LOUISH M. BENSON ,

Stenographer and Typewriter
105 Main St., Waterville.

•)[ Clothiers, ! Articles Copied. Neatly and Promptly.
I
J. A. VIGUE 'S
|
J are the -^ Furnishers !
Is the place to buy your
5
JI'I and H atters J*
Grocerie s & Provision s Cheap .
of
I
1; Waterville,
£ He kflpps a large Stock of Good Goons and
¦

¦

Mairxe.

*

¦ ¦
'
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦ ¦ ¦
¦¦¦Ii
Ti^VllHPHHHnn BnBMBHMMiaHn MBnNHWBBHHMMlT'
^

FOtt

FRESH CANDIES and ICE CREAM

'S, CANDY FACT ORY
^ WHEELER
We also luive a large assortment of
FRUIT OF ALL KINDS IN ITS SEASON.

his prices are always the Lowest,

,. .^.I
fc-,
'- ':.

Elrnwoot3Tf||^|el,
The Lar gest and Leadin g HoteiBlity.
Cuisine and Service First- Class,
Superior^j anitaryArrangements .

Succesors to

:f\ j *.. wikt q c*j oo.
44 MAIN STKICMT ,

WATKHVILLK.

-\

H. E^i^j JDKIlSl S, F*rop„

WATERVILLE ,

-

-

-

MAIN E

DOl fT PCJHCH&SE ^ ^

any CIotliinj Lf or Furnishing Goods un til you lia ye s^ert'our stock. /We nave
the Finest 'Assortment Miid Lowkst Pricks of iity liciise^ in,j liliO ' oity. Our
goods are nil up-to-date and g ive groa t satisfaction.. ,
>

^k£
i 5vvV
¦'
\
\C

48 MctiXl.
LTXTSOKT
,
. laC^
3L i./|&
;'
l;

¦5ft v ' ' *'^

' <" '

•
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St. ,

.¦;

C. K. 'MARStON^Mann iror.
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G. W. HUTCH INS ,

SURGE ON DENTIST ,
OFFICE , 100 MAIN STREET , WATERVILLE.

Other ami Pure Nitrons Oxide Gas Administered
for the Extraction of Teeth.

S. A.. & A.. »33. GEEEN,
Dealers in all kinds of

COAL and WOOD.
OFFICE ON MAIN ST., NEAK FREIGHT DEPOT.

WATERVILLE ,

If yonare troubled Mth

-

-

MAINE.

IMPERFECT VISION

GO TO

THE

Newte k ^heelogtea Institatieri,
NEWTON CENTRE , MA SS.

Tear begins Sept. 3, 1895. Entrance examinations in
Colby Hall at 9 a.m. Students admitted Wednesday at 9 a.m.
Seven professors and two instructors. Regular course three
years. English, course two years. Instruction in the two
courses separate. French department. Instruction in mission
and other Christian work. Large range of elective studies in
regular course and for resident graduates. Elocution
through the whole course. Furnished rooms.
ALVAH HOVEY, President.

]

M.

D. J O H N S O N ,
DENTIST
\

, WATERVILLE , MAINE
Office Hours from 8 to IS a, m. and 1to 6 p. m.
Fare Nitrous Oxide Gas and Ether constantl y on
hand.

60 MAIN STREET

GOODRIDGE , the Optician,

Ivo^t !

F. J. GOODRIDG E , Cit y Optician

Many a student who has not a
/f J
desire for foot ball, base ball , raoing,
H7j J^J ^
efce., has found that the neglect of g^^^ y—
the> physical man has told severely
on the mental man .
Take a few days, weeks or months eaoli year in
the grand old woods of Main e and see how nature
thrives , watch the birds , the trees , the flowers , or
with reel and line try "chucking a bug, " and with
rifle and shot gun drop a deer and
perhaps a moose, and you will find
_/"^fi^S
r /f j f h tif° wU take on new vigor and the
^y
joys of living will be
^J J

And have your eyes tested, FREE. I have an
optician of many years' experience, who tests the
eyes, and is the only one in the city who can do it
properly.

104 MAIN STREET ,

WATERVILLE.

PERC Y JLOUD & SONS,
R etail Shoe Dealers ,
MAIN STREET,

-

WATERVILLE, MAINE.

-

Hot and Cold Soda
Durin g the Summer Months at
ALDBN & DEEHAN'S,

,
Cl
e
anset
1
n nTuue Pressed
Cor, Main and Temple Sts., Waterville , Me.

uliU 1 ftlj 'fj and Rfl P aire(L
J . CUSHMAN ,

198 Main Street ,

-

-

Waterville , Me.

r^oxmcl!

If you don't know where to go write the Passen ger Department of the Maine Central Railroad ,
Portland , Maine .
J. E. BOOTHBY ,
GEO. F. EVANS,
General Manager ,
Gen'l Pass. Agent.

EX L. J O N ES, Denti st.
SIXTEEN YEARS IN SAME ROOMS.

1, 2, 8 and 4, Over Savings Bank ,

